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Abstract
This deliverable represents the second iteration of the SOTER D3.6 - Blockchain Security Focus
whitepaper (II) [M19]. The document provides information regarding the proposed blockchain
implementation of the SOTER platform. During a research and analysis phase, members of the
partners that are involved in the Project discussed the security issues that were pending form
the first iteration of this deliverable, together with new questions that arose during the
definition and design phase of the blockchain infrastructure. The deliverable provides a
description of the data stored in blockchain, and the data structured that are issued to deal
with personal data in the off-chain communications. It also considers the method to perform
a pseudoanonymization of personal data before its storage in blockchain, and the implications
of the identity model with GDPR. In addition, the document identifies some risks that are
derived from the model that will be analysed in a later risk assessment. The considerations
that come up in this document are relevant to the proposed Digital Onboarding Platform, and
the role that digital identity plays within it, impacting aspects such as Data Protection, Privacy,
GDPR compliance. The document also provides information regarding related tasks, with
relevant deliverables viewed as important related reading, as they relate to security, risk,
security audits and privacy impact assessment.
This deliverable and its content is based on information available as per the deliverable date
(31st January 2021).
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Executive Summary
SOTER is a European Commission H2020 funded project, entitled ‘CyberSecurity Optimization
and Training for Enhanced Resilience in finance’ (SOTER), Grant Agreement No. 833923. This
deliverable is part of the work package entitled: ‘Cybersecurity improvement in Digital
Onboarding’. The deliverable details security related aspects of Distributed Ledger
Technology (DLT), sometimes referred to as Blockchain Technology.
The purpose of this document is to continue the analysis of the issues that were pending from
the first iteration of this deliverable and to reflect the conclusions and agreements that have
arisen during the design phase of the blockchain solution and identity model of the SOTER
Project, along with the justification for any choices or recommendations that have been
made. In summary this document:


Indicates the nature of the information that is stored in blockchain.



Informs about how the entities are represented by a digital identity
following self-sovereign principles, and how its personal data is
represented and managed.



Presents the pseudoanonymization techniques available and chosen
in this project to deal with personal data.



Points out some considerations regarding GDPR and blockchain.



Reflects the registration process of a node in Alastria network.



Outlines some risks that arose from blockchain solution and should be
addressed in a later assessment.

Following on this, the document provides recommendations for the SOTER project, and
particularly for design and implementation of the blockchain solution. These may be
summarised as:


It has been considered which sort of information could be stored in
blockchain and which the suitable pseudoanonymization techniques
are.
5
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Some recommendations for an alignment with current regulation have
been outlined, taking into account that some changes on regulation
or, at least, guidelines from experts and data protection boards are
demanded from digital identity industry.



Conclusions on applied cryptography and hashing algorithms to
achieve pseudoanonymization, procedures to demonstrate the
control of a DID and the lifecycle of identity items were also pointed
out.

The deliverable provides information regarding related reading and relevant associated
deliverables, especially those that consider security aspects of the SOTER platform along with
those that impact on risk and privacy assessments. These related deliverables are summarised
as belonging to the following SOTER research tasks:


T2.2 – Privacy Impact Assessment and Privacy by Design



T3.1 - Onboarding platform setup and technologies integration



T3.2 – System Risk Assessment



T3.5 – Potential Security Issues and Responding



T3.6 – Auditing the Platform

This document notes that the document currently being read is the second iteration,
delivered at M19, of a deliverable which first iteration was published in M7.
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1.-Introduction
This deliverable is included in the SOTER work package (WP3) entitled “Cybersecurity
improvement in Digital Onboarding”. It is the second iteration of the document entitled
“Blockchain Security Focus whitepaper”. The deliverable replies to the requirements set in
the Description of Action (DoA):
“Due to Block Chain technology is in place, this analysis will focus on those aspects that are critical
for this technology. Without them, the chain can be corrupted or become untrusted, or the chain
data is accessed by unauthorised parties. ‘Is this way of using block chain the most secure?’, ‘who
is authorised to add a new block?’, ‘who is authorised to access to the chain data?’ , ‘Is the chain
always available to add a new block?’, ‘how we know that the block to add is not a rouge one?’,
‘how we ensure that the chain is not a rouge one?’; They are some examples of questions we have
to answer to ensure security in block chain technologies. Taking advantage of this exercise, we
could produce a whitepaper with the main aspects to think about in terms of security for these
cutting-edge technologies, such as the aspects mentioned in the first task.”1

This report is based on information that exists at the deliverable date – 31st January 2021
(M19). As the complete implementation of SOTER Project Onboarding Platform is not
finished on 31st January 2021, it is possible that the platform introduces some changes that
are not reflected here. If the final deliverable of the platform contains relevant changes on
the scope of this document, SOTER Project will deliver an addendum to this whitepaper.

1.1.- SOTER Research
SOTER will research and develop a technology platform coupled with a user training
methodology and manual to enhance cybersecurity resilience within organisations. The
holistic research and development approach predominantly targets the financial services
sector. The project will develop a Digital Onboarding Platform (DOP) incorporating biometric
identification and authentication technology. The tool leverages blockchain technology to
improve security, accessibility, robustness, audibility, and verifiability. A set of training
methodologies will be developed targeting proposed end-users of the DOP. The training
methodology will be based on the research outcomes of a qualitative study that explores the

1

T3.3 Task Description, SOTER Grant Agreement, p. 22.
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human factors of cybersecurity risk and the interdisciplinary development of a cybersecurity
competence catalogue.

1.2.- Scope of this deliverable
The deliverable is the second iteration of the blockchain security whitepaper. It provides a
research about security and identity model considerations that will be followed in the
implementation of the blockchain solution including digital identity management. The
document focuses on the personal data consideration of the data structures that will contains
users attributes, the techniques used to manage them and their lifecycle.
The object of this deliverable is to:


Describe the data that is stored in blockchain during the different
process of the project.



Present the structures that will contains personal data, and are sent by
the users in order to access to reuse the attested data after an
onboarding process.



Identify the lifecycle of the different items that are involved in the
digital identity.



Describe the pseudoanonymization method to deal with personal data
in SOTER Project.



Draft some considerations of blockchain and the identity model
regarding GDPR.



Reflect the registration process of a node in Alastria network.

1.3.- Structure of this deliverable
This deliverable contains three main sections, along with an introduction and a conclusion.
Following the introduction, Section 2 provides a detailed description of the information that
is stored in blockchain, including the decentralized identifiers and verifiable credentials after
a pseudoanymization process. This sections also points out some considerations on
cryptography and the lifecycle of these items, outlining some of the key decisions made
regarding the technical development of the SOTER Digital Onboarding Platform (DOP).
9
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Section 3 informs about the registration process of a new node in Alastria BESU network, the
reference blockchain instance of SOTER Project. Sector 4 provides information about GDPR
and the blockchain environment, divided into two subsections: firstly, a subsection will draw
attention to the governance and implementation of the Alastria blockchain network, while
the second subsection will refer to issues regarding regulatory frameworks and digital identity
data (verifiable credentials), especially as they relate to SOTER. The final section provides a
conclusion to the document.

1.4.- Relation to other deliverables
This document is part of the overarching WP3, entitled ‘Cybersecurity Improvement in Digital
Onboarding’. The work package contains a number of related deliverables. The predominant
task related to this deliverable is T3.2 – System Risk Assessment, and its related deliverables,
the first iteration of which has been delivered in December, 2019 (M7) and the second will be
published in M22 (D3.4). Some of the risks that arose in the analysis performed during the
elaboration of this document must be identified and addressed in D3.4. T3.2 seeks to provide
a full risk assessment of the SOTER DOP. The first deliverable of this task has been delivered,
and is entitled D3.3 – System Risk Assessment. The document provides an introduction to the
risk assessment methodology, and an initial risk assessment of the platform in its current state
of development. It is viewed as recommended reading for this document, which is seen as a
more high-level architectural analysis of the SOTER platform implementation of blockchain
technology.
This document has also a deep link with task T2.2 Privacy Impact assessment and Privacy-bydesign. The purpose of this task in to ensure that SOTER and its component parts take an
ethics, data protection and privacy-by-design approach, using a Privacy Impact Assessment
to operationalise Privacy-by-design. Some privacy risks have been identified in this
deliverable and will be addressed in the document D2.4, which will be delivered in M27.

10
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2.– Data stored in Blockchain
As it was explained with detail in the first deliverable of this document, an instance of
blockchain offers a distributed and decentralized repository of information together with its
well-known advantages such as tamper-evidence, censorship resistance and transparency.
Due to its data immutability property (or at least purposefully onerous modification of data)
there are potential points of tension between blockchain technologies and the rights derived
from GDPR. As a starting point to scrutinise key security issues, it is needed to determine what
kind of data is stored in the blockchain in SOTER Project.

2.1.- Decentralized identifiers.
In a self-sovereign identity (SSI) ecosystem, users and legal entities are represented digitally
by a data object entitled decentralized identifiers (DIDs). A DID is pseudonymised abstraction
of the identity of a subject– whether natural or legal person. The decentralized nature of a
DID enables its disassociation from centralized authorities.
A DID is secured by a private key, which it makes possible that only the entity that owns this
key can prove the control of the DID. A subject can possess multiple DIDs. This possibility
permits that the owner of a DID can have different identities depending on the context.
Therefore, the traceability of their steps in the digital world is minimized.
In order to permit the subsequent verification of the owner’s control of a DID, it is required
to disseminate the public key associated with the paired private key. Once the DID control is
verified, the authentication of the DID owner can be achieved and secure and private
communication channels can be established. As a result, and thanks to the identity
management provided by DIDs, the dependence on centralized registries or hierarchical
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) is eliminated.
An example of a SOTER and DID document are provided for a better understanding.
Hereunder an example of a DID is shown.

did:gid:2uzPtwJmXbBqMmP9DkR7dE3FcLmgYejdJ42

11
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It consists of:




did: a URL scheme identifier.
gid: an identifier for the DID method.
2uz….J42: the specific identifier for an instance of a decentralized identifier. This is a
string compliant with the Multi-Network ID format 2 called MNID. MNID is a base64
encoding of the addition of the blockchain network identifier with an Ethereum
address. As it will be described later in this document, this address is the Ethereum
address where is deployed the instance of a smart contract that provides the methods
to interact with this decentralized identifier; for instance, to obtain the public key
which is related with this DID.

2.1.1.- Applied cryptography in public keys
As was mentioned above, a public key is used to interact with the DID owner. It can be used
for verifying digital signatures, decrypt a message or other cryptographic operations, which
are the fundamentals for authentication or establishing a secure connection with other
services. Using these keys, a DID subject can cryptographically prove that they are associated
with a DID. The most common algorithms in applied public key cryptography are River Shamir
Adleman (RSA) algorithm and Elliptic Curve Digital Signature algorithm (ECDSA). RSA is based
on the practical difficulty of factoring the product of two large prime numbers, while the latter
is a variant of the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) using elliptic curve cryptography, which is
built upon the costly computation to solve a discrete logarithm which uses elliptic curves. The
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) indicates 3 that ECDSA keys requires a
smaller size than RSA keys at comparable levels of security, and so can be computed
considerably more efficiently. The reason for that is the fact that Elliptic Curve Discrete
Logarithm Problem (ECDLP) is considered to be more difficult to solve than the Integer
Factorization Problem (IFP) used by RSA4 . For instance, a 3072 bits RSA key provides a similar

2

GitHub - uport-project/mnid: Multi Network Identifier - spec and reference implementation. (n.d.). Retrieved January 28,
2021, from https://github.com/uport-project/mnid
3

Publication, N. S. (2007). Recommendation for Key Management – Part 1 : General. NIST Special Publication 800-57 Part
1, Revised, 4(May), 1–140. http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-57pt1r4.pdf
4

Martínez, V. G., González-manzano, L., & Muñoz, A. M. (2018). Secure Elliptic Curves in Cryptography.
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level of security than a 256 bits ECDSA public key. Therefore, ECDSA is the recommended
algorithm to generate keys to identify a DID subject. A detailed description of ECDSA and
recommendations from NIST can be consulted in the Digital Signature Standard, which last
revision is the FIPS 186-5 specification5. Elliptic curve cryptography is based on elliptic curve
parameters which are necessary to operate. The first international effort to produce a
transparent curve generation scheme was the Brainpool initiative, whose working group
developed the Brainpool Standard Curves specification6. In blockchain public networks is
common the utilization of the curve secp256k1 which makes reference to the Koblitz curves
defined in Standards for Efficiency Cryptography7. It gained popularity when it was used in
the Bitcoin protocol8. This has been generated by Certicom (a Canadian company) and not by
the NIST like the Secp256r1 curve. A detailed analysis and comparison of them can be
consulted. 9 Recommendations from experts 10 highlight the efficient of Koblitz curves and
the concerns of the National Security Agency (NSA) that Secp256r1 could not be quantum
computing resistant. Meanwhile, the uncertainty about the insertion of backdoors in NIST
curves by the NSA is present in cryptography circles. K. Bjoernsen 11 12 stated that “secp256k1
is a pure SECG curve, while secp256r1 is a so-called NIST curve. NIST curves are more widely
used and has received more scrutiny than other SECG curves. In particular, leaked documents

5

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). (2019). Digital Signature Standard (DSS), FIPS PUB 186-5 (Draft).
Federal Information Processing Standard Publication (FIPS PUB 186-5 Draft), 5(October), 1–87.
https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.FIPS.186-5-draft
6

Lochter, M. (n.d.). Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) Brainpool Standard Curves and Curve Generation.
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5639
7

Certicom Research. (2000). SEC2: Recommended Elliptic Curve Domain Parameters (Version 1.0). Standards for Efficient
Cryptography (SEC), 3–18.
8

BitcoinWiki. (2016). Secp256k1 - Bitcoin Wiki. https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Secp256k1

9

Houria, A., Abdelkader, B. M., & Abderezzak, G. (2019). A comparison between the secp256r1 and the koblitz secp256k1
bitcoin curves. Indonesian Journal of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, 13(3), 910–918.
https://doi.org/10.11591/ijeecs.v13.i3.pp910-918
10

John D. Cook, P. (n.d.). A tale of two elliptic curves. Retrieved January 7, 2021, from
https://www.johndcook.com/blog/2018/08/21/a-tale-of-two-elliptic-curves/
11

Bjoernsen, K. (2009). Koblitz Curves and its practical uses in Bitcoin security. Semanticscholar, 2(1), 1–4.
https://koclab.cs.ucsb.edu/ teaching/ecc/project/2015Projects/Bjoernsen.pdf
12

Bernstein, D. J., & Lange, T. (2013). Security dangers of the NIST curves. 1–31.
http://www.hyperelliptic.org/tanja/vortraege/20130531.pdf
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by the NSA contractor and whistleblower Edward Snowden suggested that the NSA had used
its influence over NIST to insert a backdoor into a random number generator used in elliptic
curve cryptography standard”. Due to presence in public instances of blockchain, the
secp256k1 curve embodies a secure option for the keys that identify a DID. To finish this
section it is relevant to mention the Edwards-curve Digital Signature Algorithm (EdDSA) which
is based on twisted Edwards’s curves. A detailed description of Edwards’s curves can be
consulted in the NIST resources13. M. Semmouni 14 pointed that “the security of the Bitcoin
cryptocurrency system depends on the Koblitz curve secp256k1 combined with the digital
signature ECDSA and the hash function SHA-256 (….) the security of Bitcoin with ECDSA and
secp256k1 is not optimal and present a detailed study of the efficiency of Bitcoin with the
digital signature algorithm Ed25519 combined with the twisted Edwards curve CurveEd25519
and the hash function SHA-512”. Therefore, the digital signature algorithm Ed25519 should
be taken into account in any evolution of this network.

2.1.2.-Lifecycle of DIDs
In the SOTER Project, the DID will be registered in the blockchain deployed and maintained
by the Alastria Network. This public blockchain is an instance of a Quorum network. More
specifically, the information that is stored in the blockchain is the link between the DID and
the public key that verifies its control. In this section, the sequence of stages that the DID and
its correspondent keys go through during the time span of its ownership are described.

13

Chen, L., Moody, D., Regenscheid, A., & Randall, K. (2019). Recommendations for Discrete Logarithm-Based
Cryptography : Elliptic Curve Domain Parameters. National Institute of Standards and Technology Special Publication 800186, 78. https://doi.org/10.6028/NIST.SP.800-186-draft
14

Semmouni, M. C., Nitaj, A., & Belkasmi, M. (2020). Bitcoin security with a twisted Edwards curve. Journal of Discrete
Mathematical Sciences and Cryptography, 1–19. https://doi.org/10.1080/09720529.2019.1681673
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2.1.2.1.- Creation

The lifecycle is started when the bank client finishes their journey to complete the whole
onboarding processes. At the end of this journey, the business logic involved in the smart
contracts is triggered to generate the first step of the user digital identity. As it was introduced
in the first part of this deliverable, a smart contract is a piece of software that runs on an
Ethereum blockchain and resides at a specific address in that network. In this document, the
terms smart contract and contract will be indistinctly used. A smart contract is considered a
type of Ethereum account, different than user accounts that are controlled by the pair of keys
that a user owns. A user account has the possibility to interact with a smart contract by
sending transactions to the smart contract account, in order to perform the execution of a
specific method on this smart contract. Smart contracts are executed in a virtual machine,
called Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), and are written in the language Solidity. A smart
contract can be instantiated many times, and each instance of a deployed contract has a
unique address.
When a user finishes the onboarding process, two smart contracts go into action: the Proxy
contract and the IdentityManager contract. After the onboarding process, a new instance of
Proxy contract is deployed. A second contract, called IdentityManager, is the initial owner of
every instance of the Proxy contract. There is a one-to-one relationship between instances of
the Proxy contract and a DID: the Proxy contract instance is deployed in the Ethereum Virtual
Machine, and the address that Ethereum assigns to the contract instance is used to form the
DID. At this initial moment, the Proxy contract instance is linked to a public key controlled by
IdentityManager contract. This public key and its correspondent private key are stored in a
component Azure Key Vault or similar and is different per Proxy Contract instance. The reason
for that public key is to ensure that IdentityManager is the initial owner of this DID.
The digital identity of the recent user, embodies in a set of verifiable credentials, is created at
this point. The credentials are issued with a subject attribute pointing out to the DID related
with the instance of the Proxy contract which has just been deployed.
After that, the user downloads the SOTER wallet on their smartphone. Among its initialization
steps, the wallet creates a pair of asymmetric keys and stores them in a protected area of the

15
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device. This secure area is the component Secure Storage 15 developed by the Android
framework React Native, and will be protected by a PIN or a fingerprint, depending on the
smartphone capabilities. The public key of this key pair is sent to SOTER Platform, and the
IdentityManager contract register it to the proper Proxy contract instance. This means that
the identity that is represented by the public key is the new owner of the instance of the Proxy
contract whose address was derived to generate the DID subject.
The initial public key assigned to the proxy contract is kept for recovery purposes. It is
desirable that the roadmap of an evolution of SOTER Onboarding Platform includes recovery
mechanisms, and the user should decide if they want to keep this linked public key or not.

2.1.2.2.- Update
Using the methods provided by the IdentityManager smart contract, an owner of the Proxy
contract is able to perform an update operation. This method will replace the old public key
by this new public key to the Proxy contract linked to a DID.
2.1.2.3-. Deletion
The IdentityManager smart contract has the ability to perform a logic deletion of the DID.
Each instance of the Proxy smart contract link a DID with a public key together with an
expiration date attribute. Therefore, the logic deletion of the DID could be done by:



15

Setting the expiration date attribute as expired.
Excluding the Proxy instance from the managed identities. This allows to
definitively lose the ability to manage the DID and render it unusable.

React Native secure storage. (n.d.). Retrieved January 28, 2021, from https://www.npmjs.com/package/react-nativesecure-storage
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2.1.3.- DID Authentication process.
Self-sovereign identity ecosystems provide, among their integration procedures, a method to
enable a user to authenticate against their decentralized identity. This means that a DID
subject is able to demonstrate that they own the pair of keys linked to that DID. This
authentication process will be performed at several stages, for instance:



If a user requests for a verifiable credential, they need to show that they own the DID,
in order to link the verifiable credential to their DID.
In an authentication process based on self-sovereign identity to consume a service,
the user has to show that they control the DID after delivering the credentials issued
for that DID.

In SOTER Project, the reference authentication method follows OpenID Connect (OIDC). OIDC
is a decentralized authentication standard and it is built upon the OAuth 2.0 framework,
which only provides authorization mechanisms but is not focused on users identification.
OIDC is designed for authentication, and it incorporates an attribute (id_token) to enable an
identity provider to contribute with user’s information. A decentralized authentication
procedure has many benefits.
The data structure is formed following JSON Web Token (JWT). This specification enables
parties to share verifiable information in a secure manner, because it supports digital
signatures. Following a standard such as OIDC will facilitate a quicker adoption of SOTER
services for general and for particularly SOTER verifiable credentials. First of all, the subject
ID is not provided by a central entity who has the ability to censure users. An identity provider
acts a single point of failure, so consequently a denial of service attack is more likely. If the
identity is provided by a centralized actor, privacy and security of the subjects could be at risk.
OIDC specification describes different authentication flows in accordance with the context
requirements. The most appropriate flow for SOTER Project is the Basic Flow, which has the
following characteristics:



A relying party is the player which wants to identify a user. It has been previously
registered in the Authorization Server.
The relying party presents an authentication request to be sent to the Authorization
Server.

17
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This request contains a redirectURL attribute, which is the callback URL where the
identity token will be sent to.
The Authorization Server authenticates the user and obtains their consent.
After that, the Authorization Server sends to the relying party an access token. This
token enables the relying party to get the idToken, which in turn contains the identity
information.

In SOTER Project, if the user decides to execute a DID-based authentication process, they will
follow the OIDC specification. The next recommendations are suggested:






The user wallet, which contains the private and public key linked to the DID, acts as
the Authorization Server.
The wallet authenticates the user asking for a password or requesting a fingerprint
unlock.
The idToken object is a Java Web Token (JWT) structure signed by the private key
linked to the DID. This structure contains two key attributes: subject, which is the
user’s DID, and issuer, which references to public key of the user that is linked to the
DID through the Proxy smart contract.
The idToken object signature can be verified using the public key provided by the
Proxy smart contract.

2.2- Verifiable credentials
A verifiable credential is a data structure that can represent any information that a physical
credential contains. It might be information related to identifying its subject (a name or an
identification number) or to specific attributes being asserted by a third-party about the
subject (the classes of vehicle entitled to drive). These attributes that play a part in the subject
identity are called claims. A verifiable credential can include a set of claims, or only one claim.
This means that the information about the identity of a subject can be packaged in a
credential, or it can be fragmented in unique pieces. If verifiable credentials are created
following principles of identity fragmentation, privacy of subjects will be enhanced. This can
be explained by the fact that a user is able to deliver only the identity attributes that a service
requires, giving them the possibility to decide which claims reveals. This capacity is known as
selective disclosure, and is one of the strengths of the self-sovereign identity ecosystem. The
link between selective disclosure and a data regulation such as GDPR will be described further
on.
18
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2.2.1.- Classification of verifiable credentials in SOTER Project
Identity attributes are attested by verifiable credentials in SOTER Project. To improve the
privacy of the subject and reinforce personal data protection, each identity attribute will be
included a different verifiable credential. This means that a user, after the completion of an
onboarding process, will receive a set of verifiable credentials. If a set of claims are considered
inseparable, and, therefore, they do not have meaning by themselves and is needed to handle
them together, they are consequently attested in the same credential. For instance, data birth
and city and country birth will be attested in the same credential. Hereunder the whole
collection of credentials are listed:
Credential
Telephone
Email
Name

Claim(s)
phone_number
email
first_name
middle_name
last_name
Nationality
nationality
Birth
birth_city
birth_date
DNI
document_number
validity_date
mrz
Photo
photo
BiometricFace biometric_face_template
BiometricVoice biometric_voice_template
Table 1 – Verifiable credentials that will be issued after an onboarding process and the claims attested in them

Information about AML checks and forms is not included in credentials in the first version of
SOTER Onboarding Platform due to the consideration that each bank would follow their own
procedures. However, the model is ready to include this information at any evolution of the
platform if the stakeholders consider it appropriate or the industry point it out as a good
practice. An example of verifiable credential that includes the attribute telephone number
will be shown for the sake of clarity.
19
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{
// set the context, which establishes the special terms we will be using
"@context": [
"https://www.w3.org/2018/credentials/v1",
"https://www.w3.org/2018/credentials/examples/v1"
],
// the credential types, which declare what data to expect in the credential
"type": ["VerifiableCredential", "TelephoneCredential"],
// the entity that issued the credential
"issuer": " did:gid:haXz7ihxJGJaXKTOinqS3f5nToDG1Rs0HS68",
// when the credential was issued
"issuanceDate": "2020-01-01T19:23:24Z",
// when the credential will expire
"expirationDate": "2020-01-01T19:23:24Z",
// claims about the subjects of the credential
"credentialSubject": {
// identifier for the only subject of the credential
"id": " did:gid:ozVxSb5ldaReFz0HS7VBlceEIjvomH30tJWj",
// assertion about the only subject of the credential
"telephone": “+34666666666”,
//random value to provide entropy to the credential
“salt”:“TG9yZW0gaXBzdW0gZG9sb3Igc2l0IGFtZXQsIGNvbnNlY3RldHVyIGFkaXBpc2NpbmcgZWxp
dC4gTmFtIGVmZmljaXR1ciB2b2x1dHBhdCBkdWkgcG9ydGEgcG9zdWVyZS4gTnVuYyBkaWduaXNz
aW0gYWxpcXVhbSBtYWduYSwgYXQgaW1wZXJkaWV0IGVuaW0gc29kYWxlcyBldS4gSW4gcG9yd
HRpdG9yIGluIHB1cnVzIG5lYyBwcmV0aXVtLiBQcmFlc2VudCB0ZWxsdXMgbWFzc2EsIGRpY3R1bSB
1dCBlbGVtZW50dW0gdml0YWUsIHNjZWxlcmlzcXVlIHBvc3VlcmUgbmVxdWUuIFByb2luIGVsZW1l
bnR1bSBsZWN0dXMgdXQgbWF1cmlzIGJpYmVuZHVtLCBzZWQgbHVjdHVzIG5pc2kgdnVscHV0YXR
lLiBEdWlzIG1hc3NhIG1pLCB0cmlzdGlxdWUgZXQgdm9sdXRwYXQgbm9uLCBtb2xlc3RpZSBpbiBwd
XJ1cy4gTWFlY2VuYXMgdmVsIHRpbmNpZHVudCBxdWFtLiBQcmFlc2VudCBkaWN0dW0gZGFwaW
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J1cyBsZWN0dXMgZXUgcHVsdmluYXIuIE51bGxhIGxhY2luaWEgc2VtcGVyIHVybmEgdmVsIGxvYm9
ydGlzLiBWZXN0aWJ1bHVtIHZ1bHB1dGF0ZSBuaXNsIGFjY3Vtc2FuIG1hdXJpcyBwbGFjZXJhdCwgbm
9uIGZlcm1lbnR1bSBxdWFtIHJ1dHJ1bS4=”
},
// digital proof that makes the credential tamper-evident
"proof": {
"type": "EthereumAttestationRegistryWithDoubleHash2021",
"contractAddress": "0x123f681646d4a755815f9cb19e1acc8565a0c2ac",
"networkId": "0x19"
}}

As it can be seen in this example and will be described in the next section, random values has
been added to the verifiable credential structure to add entropy to the credential.
The proof property is required as the Verifiable Credentials Data Model

16

states:

“At least one proof mechanism, and the details necessary to evaluate that
proof, MUST be expressed for a credential or presentation to be a verifiable
credential or verifiable presentation; that is, to be verifiable.”

The method to enable the verifiable credentials in SOTER Project is based on the Ethereum
Attestation Registry Proof Type 17 with some modifications. This type of proof property is
based on a smart contract which will be rolled out on the Ethereum network reference of this
project. This smart contract will enable the verification of the credentials. The attribute

16

Sporny, Manu, D. Longley, & David Chadwick. (2019). Verifiable credentials data model 1.0. W3C Candidate
Recommendation. https://w3c.github.io/vc-data-model/#proofs-signatures
17

Ethereum Attestation Registry Proof Type - KayTrust Developer Documentation. (n.d.). Retrieved January 29, 2021, from
https://developer.kaytrust.id/Specs/Ethereum-Attestation-Registry-Proof-Type/
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contractAddress will contain the address of this smart contract, and networkId attribute will
reference to an identification of the Ethereum network.
The proof generation will be achieved by calculating the attestation hash of the credential:
Attestation hash: hash ( hash( verifiable credential) + ISSUED.CODE)

To calculate this value, the proof attribute will not be considered. After that, a transaction
will be sent to the Ethereum network to store this value.

2.2.2.- Pseudonymisation techniques for verifiable credentials in SOTER Project

As Verifiable Credentials are personal data, they should not be stored directly in blockchain.
Therefore, it is necessary to apply pseudonymisation, as the recital 26 18 of the General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR) indicates: “The principles of data protection should apply to
any information concerning an identified or identifiable natural person”. Pseudonymisation
consists of replacing personal data by other information, which does not permit to identify
directly the natural person. As a result, the pseudonymised information is not an anonymous
dataset, but reduces the linkability of this data with the identity of the natural person. As the
recital 28 of the GDPR states19 , “the application of pseudonymisation to personal data can
reduce the risks to the data subjects concerned and help controllers and processors to meet
their data-protection obligations”.
As it was addresses in the first deliverable of this whitepaper and following the “Opinion
05/2014 on Anonymization Techniques from the Article 29 Data Protection Working Party” 20
, there are a set of techniques or mechanisms that may be applied if there is a requirement
to store personal data in the blockchain:

18

European Union. (2016). Recital 26 - Not Applicable to Anonymous Data | General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
https://gdpr-info.eu/recitals/no-26/
19

Ibid, Recital 28
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Hashing: Generate a fixed-length value from a string of text using a mathematical
function. If the algorithm is secure, it is computationally hard to reverse a hash
function to find a different input with the same hash. It is possible to add random
values to the object being hashed to reduce the likelihood of deriving the original
value from the hashed information.



Encryption with a secret key: Using a secret key to cipher information is a useful
technique to obtain privacy and confidentiality, but there are some risks to consider.
If the key is shared between blockchain members, it could result in a leak of
information. As it is stated by the Article 29 Working Party21, “the holder of the key
can trivially re-identify each data subject through decryption of the dataset because
the personal data are still contained in the dataset, albeit in an encrypted form”.
Besides that, cryptanalysis techniques and the advent of quantum computation pose
threats to the safety and security of current algorithms, which could make public the
encrypted information.



Keyed-hash function with stored key: A sort of hash function with employs a secret
key as an additional input, also known as HMAC. This differs from the “salt” hashing
techniques on the fact that the secret key is stored securely by some entity, while the
salt is commonly not private. It is much more difficult for a malicious actor to replay
the function without knowing the secret key.



Deterministic encryption or keyed-hash with deletion of the key: This solution nearly
removes completely the chance of linkability between the stored information and the
subject because the key is not available.



Tokenization: This technique implies the application of a one-way encryption
combined with an index function or randomly generated number that is not derived
from the original data.

21

Article 29 Data Protection Working Party. (2014). Opinion 05/2014 on Anonymisation Techniques. Working Party Opinions,
April, 1–37. http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/index_en.htm%0Ahttp://ec.europa.eu/justice/article-

29/documentation/opinion-recommendation/files/2014/wp216_en.pdf
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The selected method to store the verifiable credentials in the blockchain in order to reduce
linkability is hashing, applying the double hash method as it was explained in the previous
section. The privacy will be also enhanced with the addition of random values, as it was shown
in the verifiable credential example. The utilization, generation and management of keys to
achieve pseudonymisation is often a risk 21 and the combination of hashing and random noise
reach adequate security levels to hinder re-identification. Before applying these techniques,
it is necessary to perform an analysis and establish some recommendations on how to apply
hashing.

22



Account should be taken regarding the message space and the hash space.
The message space represents all the possible inputs to the hash function,
while the hash space means the whole set of possible outputs of this function.
The size of the hash space is considerable, but is not infinite, while the size of
the message space is potentially infinite considering verifiable credentials. If
the hashing algorithm is well designed and built, the possibility of matching
between the hashes of two verifiable credentials is almost negligible.



Due to the fact that the pattern of a verifiable credential can be well-known,
the message space must be potentially infinite to avoid the pre-calculation of
the hashes space values. To achieve this, noise addition techniques are
applied.



The noise level should fulfil some requisites after its application22. It is
necessary to analyse its random nature and generation and the unlinkability
to the verifiable credential information. Then, there must be a complete lack
of correlation between noise applied to different instances of verifiable
credentials. A later section will be dedicated to the entropy of the verifiable
credentials and the injected noise.

Spanish Data Protection Board (2016). Introduction to the hash function as a personal data pseudonymisation technique.
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It is highly recommendable to conduct a pilot23 with sample data to obtain
objective conclusions about the viability of the pseudonymisation techniques
applied. It is recommended that the strength of the security measures to
avoid reidentification is evaluated after the pilot. Some tests should also be
performed to assess the “differential privacy” achieved, which means the
distortion achieved between the original data and the pseudonymised data.

2.2.2.1.- Hash calculation
As it was previously stated, the verifiable credentials are stored in blockchain using hashing
mechanisms with the addition of random calculated noise. The hashing functions are applied
just after the credential data structure is generated through the issuer infrastructure. ENISA
established 24 different scenarios where pseudonymisation could be applied:






By the data controller for subsequent internal processing
By the data processor, by obtaining the identifiers on behalf of the data
controller
By the data controller, and sending it pseudonymised to the data processor
By a data processor, in a task assigned by the data controller
By a third party as a pseudonymisation entity

In SOTER Project, the most accurate description of the pseudonymisation process is that the
mechanism is performed by the issuer (data controller) and the information is delivered in
pseudonymised form to other parties through the blockchain structure.

23

Spanish Data Protection Board, Guia de orientaciones y garantía de anonimización.
https://datos.gob.es/sites/default/files/doc/file/orientaciones_y_garantias_anonimizacion.pdf
24

Jensen, M., Lauradoux, C., & Limniotis, K. (2019). Pseudonymisation techniques and best practices (Issue November).
https://doi.org/10.2824/247711
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Hereunder, the pseudo-code that calculates the hash output is shown:
Attestation hash: hash ( hash( verifiable credential) + ISSUED.CODE)
Revocation hash: hash ( hash( verifiable credential) + REVOKED.CODE)
The hash algorithm to calculate these values is SHA256, which has been recommended by the
Spanish National Cryptologic Centre (CCN) 25 has a secure hash for the Security National
Scheme (ENS). NIST disallows the usage of previous version of this algorithm such as SHA-1
26

It can be noted that two hashes are produced:




Attestation hash: this pseudonymised identifier represents a registry to attest
that the credential has been issued. It is a mechanism to guarantee the
integrity of the credential, and the non-repudiation property seen from the
platform liability.
Revocation hash: once the credential is issued and delivered to the user
wallet, the issuer deletes the credential and it keeps the revocation hash. It,
at any time, the issuer requires a reason to revoke the credential, or the
credential subject asks for an ex-officio revocation, the issuer will store this
revocation hash onto the blockchain. It means a registry to ensure that all the
involved parties are able to access a revocation pointer in a pseudonymised
way, without reveal the subject’s identity.

25

Nacional, C. C. (2017). Criptología de empleo en el Esquema Nacional de Seguridad. Centro Criptológico Nacional, 1–
35. https://www.ccn-cert.cni.es/series-ccn-stic/800-guia-esquema-nacional-de-seguridad/543-ccn-stic-825-ensiso27001/file.html

26

Barker, E., Roginsky, A., Locke, G., & Gallagher, P. (2011). Recommendation for Transitioning the Use of
Cryptographic Algorithms and Key Lengths. NIST Special Publication, January, 800–131.
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-131Ar2.pdf
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2.2.3.- Entropy produced in Verifiable Credentials
The concept of entropy is defined as the measure of randomness associated with a dataset
of information. In applied cryptography, entropy must be injected into a message to
neutralise any “well-known” information that is presented in the message. “Well-known”
information refers to attributes contained in a message that belong to a limited message
space, which can be pre-calculated in an attack. For example, if the message contains a
national ID, it can be guessed that it has a fixed length and has a limited set of combinations.
The degree of entropy is directly related to the degree of collision between hashes and the
chance of re-identification:



If the message space is small, the possibility of collision is negligible, but the
risk of re-identification is high.
If, on the other hand, the message space is high, we can affirm that the chance
of collision in hash processing is not so small, but the risk of re-identification
is much lower.

The addition of noise as random values to the message space increase the degree of entropy.
Focusing the analysis in SOTER Project, the degree of entropy of the information contained in
the verifiable credentials will depend on the nature of the credential. For instance, if the
credential contains a phone number attribute, the information by itself has less degree of
entropy than a biometric face or voice template credential.
Regardless of the distribution of the attributes contained in the credentials, the entropy will
be augmented injecting random values to the data structure in SOTER Project. It is important
to verify how the noise is calculated from the source code to determine if it is randomly
generated, is independent from the message and from any other nonce value, and it is also
single-use. The random value will be injected in all the credentials in an attribute called salt,
whose length will be between 500 bytes and 1 kilobyte.

2.2.4.- Lifecycle of Verifiable Credentials
To continue the security analysis of verifiable credentials, account should be taken of the
lifecycle of the credentials during their usage. Two events are identified for the context of the
pilot of the OBP: the issuance and the revocation of a credential.
27
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2.2.4.1.- Issuance of verifiable credentials
After a client has completed successfully the onboarding process and has signed the required
contracts, all the required personal data about the consumer has been gathered by the bank.
This information will be injected into verifiable credentials issued by the bank, which will be
presented in the credential through the issuer attribute. As a result, all the banks involved in
the SOTER ecosystem or at least those which are able to undertake a client onboarding, must
be assigned a DID in the reference Ethereum network. It is highly recommendable that the
DIDs of the bank could be verified somehow. This can be achieved by the attestation of a third
trust party, such as an accrediting body, or by their inclusion in a closed and controlled registry
in the blockchain.
As any entity that is related to a DID in SOTER Project, the bank is represented in the
ecosystem by a digital identity which is controlled by an instance of the Proxy smart contract.
In a previous section, it was described how the proof property in a credential enables its
verification. This attribute contains the address of a smart contract which allows the
verification of the credential. After the issuance of a credential, the attestation hash is
calculated:
Attestation hash: hash ( hash( verifiable credential) + ISSUED.CODE)

Then, this value is attested in the blockchain through a transaction signed by the issuer. The
non-repudiation property of the issuance of the credential is achieved due the fact that this
transaction is signed by the public key assigned to the DID of the bank.

2.2.4.2.- Revocation of verifiable credentials
The cancellation or revocation of verifiable credential in SOTER ecosystem could be required
for different reasons.
 A bank detects fraud in an onboarding process, so it decides to revoke
the relevant credentials.


A bank decides to end its activity or its relationship with the
ecosystem, therefore it requires to revoke all the issued credentials.



A user exercises its rights and requests the revocation of the
credentials to the issuer.
28
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It the issuer bank by any legitimate reason decides to revoke a credential, a revocation action
is consequently performed. First, revocation hash is calculated:
Revocation hash: hash ( hash( verifiable credential) + REVOCATION.CODE)

After that, the result of the double hash is attested in the blockchain through a transaction
signed by the issuer of the credential. As it occurs in an issuance action, the non-repudiation
property of the revocation action is achieved due the fact that this transaction is signed by
the public key assigned to the DID of the bank.
It is recommended that in an evolution of the onboarding platform the revocation could be
performed by the subject of the credentials.
2.2.5.- Privacy risks in verifiable credentials
During the analysis of the decentralized identity ecosystem in blockchain, it has been outlined
the existence of two potential risks regarding the privacy of the users in the utilization of
verifiable credentials.
First, as a consequence of the presence of the attribute issuer in a verifiable credential, a
second bank is able to find out that the costumer had a previous relationship with the issuer
bank in a reutilization of the credentials. This situation would happen if a subject voluntarily
decides to send their credentials to a new bank after the completion of an onboarding process
with a previous bank. This risk is conditioned by the subject will to share their identity data
embodied in the form of verifiable credentials. This privacy risk is also minimized by the fact
that the fulfilment of an onboarding process does not necessarily mean that the subject has
acquired a product or service to the issuer bank.
It has been identified that, as the hashes are stored in a blockchain, the risk of re-identification
becomes much greater as time passes. There are several factors that can potentially increase
this risk, such as the break of the hashing algorithm, or the threats that are linked with
systems that performs cryptographic functions, such as the possibility of timing attacks,
credential leaks or correlation attacks. This threat is highly minimized and so the security is
increased by the performance of the double hashing technique and the inclusion of random
values in each credential to increase entropy.
This risks will be assessed and discussed in the deliverable “System Risks Assessment”.
29
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3.- Registration in Alastria network.
The Onboarding Platform will trust in the Alastria network as a decentralized repository to
share and register the information described in previous section. Alastria is a national Spanish
blockchain network, where multiple services providers from a number of sectors are present,
including utilities, banking, and the public sector. It is an advantage for the project to rely on
an existing blockchain network due to the developments and evolution gained within it, and
in order to reduce the risks that can arise regarding the use of this disruptive technology.
Alastria main page informs that partners have two operational network on which nodes can
be displayed27 : Quorum and Besu instances. Due to the recent acquisition of Quorum
platform by ConsenSys28, and active developer of Hyperledger Besu community, “ConsenSys
will merge its existing protocol engineering roadmap with Quorum, leveraging the best of both
codebases” 28 , so it is foreseeable that both protocols will converge at some point. Alastria
network also comprises a third blockchain instance deploying Hyperledger Fabric29.
From the considerations issued in the first deliverable of this whitepaper, SOTER Project will
join and rely on the Besu instance of Alastria network. Consensus mechanisms and data
privacy issues were described in that deliverable. In this section, details about the registration
and of the nodes in this blockchain will be provided.
In the previous deliverable, the characteristics and advantages of permissioned blockchain
networks were indicated, and their convenience for SOTER Project. The Alastria Besu network
meets the desired requirements for its utilization in the project as a permissioned blockchain
instance. The permissioned property implies that only a close list of identified nodes is able
to process transactions and add new blocks. The request to take part in this network begins
with a registration form30:

27

Ecosystem, A. B. (n.d.). The Network - Alastria. Retrieved January 31, 2021, from https://alastria.io/en/la-red/

28

Consensys. (n.d.). ConsenSys Acquires Quorum® Platform from J.P. Morgan | ConsenSys. Retrieved January 31, 2021,
from https://consensys.net/blog/press-release/consensys-acquires-quorum-platform-from-jp-morgan/
29

Ecosystem, A. B. (n.d.). Alastria Blockchain Ecosystem. https://github.com/alastria

30

Ecosystem, A. B. (n.d.). Alastria Nodes Registration. https://portal.r2docuo.com/alastria/forms/noderequest
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Figure 1 – Registration form to request the inclusion of a node in Alastria
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This form is also required to remove a node from any network in Alastria. In this form, the
enode identifier of the node to be permissioned must be provided, following enode-url
format31 :
enode://6f8a80d14311c39f35f516fa664deaaaa13e85b2f7493f37f6144d86991ec01293
7307647bd3b9a82abe2974e1407241d54947bbb39763a4cac9f77166ad92a0@10.3.58.6
:30303?discport=30301

This URL has the next syntax:
enode://username@host:port?discport=discoveryPort
The host, port and discovery port indicates the attributes to communicate with the new node.
A further research concludes that the username value is the public key of the node 32
It is also necessary to indicate in this request form the address that the new organization
requires to send transactions from, in order to be added to the whitelist of accounts. This
address means an existing wallet address in the network.
The requirements that a node must meet are also indicated33, including the operative system
(Ubuntu 16.04 / 18.04 LTS 64 bits) and the TCP/UDP ports that must be accessible from the
network.

31 enode-url-format | Ethereum Wiki. (n.d.). Retrieved January 31, 2021, from

https://eth.wiki/en/fundamentals/enode-url-format
32

The RLPx Transport Protocol. (n.d.).
https://github.com/ethereum/devp2p/blob/38d70bb9fe9badaa48ef5262e9f78641b46d1ff4/rlpx.md
33

ALASTRIA Red B. (n.d.). https://github.com/alastria/alastria-node-besu
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Figure 2 – System requirements for a Besu node in Alastria

Regarding the role of the new node in the network, Alastria has published guides 34 to set-up
a regular or validator node in the Besu network. Validator nodes are authorized nodes which

34

Alastria Besu Wiki. (n.d.). https://github.com/alastria/alastria-node-besu/wiki
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are allowed to validate transactions and blocks, and take turns to perform these tasks. In
SOTER Project, a regular node has been deployed, following the recommended instructions
and commands35 . Alastria also provides a GitHub repository with the binaries and
installations files36. In the SOTER Project installation, the version 1.4.3 has been chosen.
As it was indicated in the first deliverable of this white-paper, it is highly recommended that,
after the installation of the blockchain node in a production environment in a roll-out plan,
the node is audited on an iterative basis to detect security weaknesses. It is also a desirable
requirement to develop an audit program which periodically performs vulnerabilities scans,
to detect weaknesses in the blockchain node communications, smart contract and protocols
that may be exploited. If any vulnerability is found, its life cycle must be managed using a
tracking system in order to point a responsible and a deadline to solve them.
The responsible of the node must also follow a patch management procedure, to receive
notifications about patches and hotfixes that are released from time to time if a vulnerability
or upgrade is publish regarding the operative system or any component of the node. This
management should be designed in an automatic execution as must as possible to skip human
mistakes.

35

Regular Node Installation.. https://github.com/alastria/alastria-nodebesu/blob/master/regular/Configuration&Installation.md
36

Alastria Besu node repository in GitHub. https://github.com/alastria/alastria-node-besu/tree/master/versionesBesu
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4.- Blockchain and the GDPR
The first iteration of this deliverable, entitled D3.5 – Blockchain Security Whitepaper (I),
identified concerns regarding the interplay between the GDPR and blockchain technologies,
especially in the context of the SOTER project. While all potential issues cannot be detailed,
it is worth highlighting some of the core security concerns with regards to the layer of legal
vulnerability that may exist. It should be noted that the legal layer of a firm is as vulnerable
as any other layer of an organisation – as outlined in the SOTER deliverable D2.1 - Mapping
of human behaviour related threats and mitigation measures (I), delivered in M14 of the
project lifecycle (August 2020).
The GDPR only applies to the processing of personal data, which is defined in Art 4 (1) GDPR
as “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person”. An identifiable
natural person is “one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference
to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier
or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic,
cultural or social identity of that natural person”.37
The individual claims constituting the credentials listed in section 2.2.1 which are processed
in the blockchain are personal data according to Art 4 (1) GDPR 37, because they relate to an
identifiable natural person. The natural person is identifiable due to the specific data points
collected and processed: name, phone number, date and place of birth, photo, biometric face
template etc. Pseudonymisation of this data does not eliminate the relation of the data to the
identifiable individual, because a person is still deemed identifiable if additional information
is needed in order to connect the data processed on the blockchain to this specific
individual.38
According to Art 2 (1) GDPR , the regulation only applies in the case of personal data being
processed wholly or partly by automated means or in the case of processing of data other

37

38

European Parliament and of the Council. (2016). Art. 4 (1) GDPR – Definitions | General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). European Parliament and of the Council. https://gdpr-info.eu/art-4-gdpr/
Anderl/Schelling, Datenschutzrechtliche Grundlagen in Anderl (Hg), Blockchain in der Rechtspraxis (2020) 91.
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than by automated means, if the data form part of a filing system or are intended to form
part of a filing system.39 The processing of personal data is defined in Art 4 (2) GDPR as “any
operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on sets of personal
data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation,
structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by
transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination,
restriction, erasure or destruction”40. The personal data being stored on the blockchain thus
is a form of data processing. GDPR applies if the personal data is either processed by
automated means or if it forms part of a filing system or if it is intended to form part of a filing
system. A filing system being defined by Art 4 (6) GDPR 41 as “any structured set of personal
data which are accessible according to specific criteria, whether centralised, decentralised or
dispersed on a functional or geographical basis”, a blockchain falls under this definition.42
Moreover, processing is conducted “wholly by automated means” if there are no steps in the
process that require manual actions43, which is also the case regarding the blockchain.
This chapter will divide considerations into two subsections. Firstly, a subsection will draw
attention to security vulnerabilities with respect to the governance and implementation of
the Alastria blockchain network, while the second subsection will refer to issues regarding
regulatory frameworks and digital identity data (verifiable credentials), especially as they
relate to SOTER.

4.1.-GDPR and Alastria Network nodes
Currently the Alastria network comprises of the following validating nodes44:

39

European Parliament and of the Council. (2016). Art. 2 (1) GDPR – Definitions | General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR). European Parliament and of the Council. https://gdpr-info.eu/art-2-gdpr/
40

Ibid, Art. 4 (2) GDPR

41

European Parliament and of the Council. (2016). Art. 4 (6) GDPR – Definitions | General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
European Parliament and of the Council. https://gdpr-info.eu/art-4-gdpr/
42

Stadler/Bichler, Die Blockchain-Technologie im Lichte der DSGVO, ZIIR 2019, 382 (383).

43

Paal/Pauly, Art 2 DS-GVO Rz 6, beck-online.

44

Alastria. (n.d.). List of Members with nodes - Alastria. Retrieved January 31, 2021, from https://alastria.io/en/memberswith-nodes/
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4 boot nodes



18 blockmakers



93 regular nodes

Figure 3 – Alastria member nodes and their classification 44

The nodes are responsible for maintaining copies of the ledger for the network. However, it
is unclear what the relationship between the node operators and the SOTER platform are
from both a legal and business perspective. At the present stage the governance design of
the SOTER blockchain is not fully clear yet. This has security implications, essentially because
responsibilities for data protection depend on the governance structure of a blockchain
ecosystem.
In order to assure compliance with the GDPR it has to be clearly determined who within the
SOTER platform the controller is. The concept of the controller within the GDPR is to
determine who shall be responsible for compliance with data protection rules and how data
subjects can exercise their rights in practice45. It seems that at least the entity which set up

45

See Buocz, Ehrke-Rabel, Hödl, Eisenberger, Bitcoin and the GDPR: Allocating responsibility in distributed
netwoks, Computer Law & Security Review (2019), with further references.
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the smart contracts that run the SOTER platform system, are controllers in the sense of GDPR.
To which extent node operators need to be considered as joint controllers in the sense of the
CJEU judgement Wirtschaftsakademie Schleswig-Holstein46 must be thoroughly evaluated,
once the architecture of the platform is fully developed.
There are concerns with regards to how the SOTER project determines the technical and
organisational security measures within each of the node locations. To the extent node
operators should be viewed as either joint controllers or data processors within a distributed
ledger architecture,47 they have specific legal obligations under the GDPR. However, it is
unclear how these obligations will be enforced by the SOTER project, or by the service
provider. This constitutes an obstacle for data subjects making use of their rights granted to
them by the GDPR. Furthermore, transparency of the data processing actions being a central
aim of the GDPR, Art 26 GDPR 48 obliges joint controllers to provide an arrangement on the
determination of each controller’s responsibilities regarding data subject rights. In the case
of data processors, their actions shall be governed by a contract according to Art 28 (3)
GDPR49, making sure that data protection and data security measures are duly implemented
and exercised.
Personal data that has been pseudonymised will be shared with entities that operate nodes
in order for them to validate the information and ensure there is consensus reached within
the network.
As the member list is dynamic, new members may join the project as they apply to the
governing body. With this in mind, it is unclear how identity holders will communicate
consent to share data with new members who operate nodes. This is of specific concern as

46

CJEU Case C-201716 Wirtschaftsakademie Schleswig Holstein ECLI:EU:C:2018:388.
M. Finck, at the request of the Panel for the Future of Science and Technologiy at the EPRS, Blockchain and
the General Data Protection Regulation - Can distributed ledgers be squared with European data protection
law?, Available at:
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2019/634445/EPRS_STU(2019)634445_EN.pdf, p. 43
ss. – However, whether and to which extent the nodes of a blockchain are deemed controllers depends on the
governance design of the blockchain.
48
European Parliament and of the Council. (2016). Art. 26 GDPR – Definitions | General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). European Parliament and of the Council. https://gdpr-info.eu/art-26-gdpr/
49
Ibid, Art. 28 (3) GDPR
47
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data subject information will be shared with each new member that joins once they operate
a node and download the current state of the ledger. This raises a legal concern regarding
whether the network is processing personal data with the appropriate lawful basis.

4.2.- GDPR and verifiable credentials
The GDPR bestows certain rights onto the data subject50. It is the responsibility and legal
obligation of the data controllers to ensure that these rights may be enacted by the data
subject. This section will deal with certain aspects of the SOTER platform that has problematic
interplay with the GDPR.
To appropriately identify the risks of the SOTER Platform from a GDPR perspective and to
mitigate these risks more clarity on the on- and off-chain activities has to be provided. Since
the hash of the verifiable credential stored on the blockchain is only pseudonymized personal
data, due account must be given to the following:

4.2.1. Right to rectification
Currently there is no method in the SOTER platform to rectify the pseudonymised data that
is appended to the blockchain. The process for rectification proposed is as follows:


the revocation hash of the verifiable credential is appended to the
chain



the user deletes the incorrect credential from their own wallet



a new credential is issued to the data subject.

In order to comply with GDPR it must be assured that the deletion of the incorrect credential
in the users wallet invalidates the related hash in a way that does not allow any reliance on
the former (incorrect) credentials owner (for more details see 4.2.2.)

50

European Union. General Data Protection Regulation. (2018). Chapter 3 – Rights of the data subject | General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). https://gdpr-info.eu/chapter-3/
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4.2.2. Right to erasure
The proposed method for erasure of the pseudonymised data retained on the Alastria
distributed ledger is that the corresponding verifiable credential provided as input into the
hash function (as outlined in Section 2.2.2.1) is deleted by the user and any parties that
maintain the credential. This ensures that it is not feasible to link the immutable store of the
attestation or revocation hash that is retained indefinitely on the blockchain structure to the
data subject, as the input message space component no longer exists. This is theoretically
true unless:
 a copy of the verifiable credential is retained by an entity with whom
it has been shared (i.e. if the verifiable credential is required to be
maintained for evidentiary or auditing purposes)


a reference data base is retained by any party with whom the verifiable
credential

has

been

shared

(i.e.

knowledge

of

which

attestation/revocation hash belongs to which data subject)


the security of the hashing algorithm is broken

Currently there is no automated process in place for the data subject to notify entities if they
wish for all retained copies of the verifiable credential or the hashes to be erased.
The current architecture also does not allow the data controller to know which entities the
data subject has shared his verifiable credential with, or if a copy of the credential or hash is
retained on any external system (e.g., a legal obligation which requires processing by Union
or Member State law). As it stands, the data subject will be required to request this erasure
with all parties with whom they have shared the credential.
This architecture poses a security risk to the data controller, as the data controller ultimately
has a legal obligation to ensure that their customer’s data subject rights are enacted correctly,
being responsible for compliance with data protection provisions according to Art 12 GDPR
et seqq.51

51

Buocz, Thomas; Ehrke-Rabel, Tina; Hödl, Elisabeth; Eisenberger, Iris (2019): Bitcoin and the GDPR: Allocating
responsibility in distributed networks. In: Computer Law & Security Review 35 (2), 182–198 (183).
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4.2.3. Data minimisation
Article 5 (1) (c)52 of GDPR details seven principles of data protection that the Commission
believe should form the basis of any approach to processing personal data.
Data minimisation is a principle that states, in essence that only information that is
“adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary”53 should be processed for the intended
purpose.
This implies that a controller or processor should never collect or store more data than what
it is required to accomplish the purposes of the processing.
In the SOTER project, this aim is fulfilled through the implementation of a selective disclosure
policy. This means that claims within the verifiable credentials can be presented selectively
to the relying party.
As has been indicated within the SOTER project only a single claim (or a set of claims of the
same nature such as national identification number and expiration date) is attested in a
credential. This allows revealing only a set of the information available after the onboarding
processes and the credential subject only discloses the required identity attributes for a
specific given purpose.
4.2.4. Technical security measures
It is proposed within the SOTER project that the user wallet will generate the public/private
key pair for the data subject, and that it will be secured using the Secure Hardware Module
available within modern day smartphones. However, security concerns remain regarding how
the private key will be backed up by the data subject – or whether this is a service that will be
provided by Liberbank (or relevant service provider). The security of the private key is
paramount to the security of the digital architecture, from the data subject’s perspective.
Appropriate technical and organisational measures are to be implemented in order to ensure

52

European Union. (2018). Art. 5 GDPR – Principles relating to processing of personal data | General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). https://gdpr-info.eu/art-5-gdpr/
53

ibid, Art 5 (1)(c)
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data availability, for example in the case that the smartphone is lost.54 To this end, there
should be a clear procedure for retrieving their pair of public and private keys in the case that
the data subject loses their phone, ultimately enabling them to remain in control of their
personal data.

54

Art 32 (1) lit c GDPR
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5. – Conclusions
This document provides the second submission of the set of deliverables associated with T3.3
– Block Chain Security Focus. The deliverable is entitled D3.6 – Blockchain Security Focus
whitepaper (II). Along this document, some recommendations were pointed out to be taken
in the final implementation of the blockchain solution. During the meetings that were held
to conclude the considerations that are presented in this deliverable, account was taken
about the difficulties that were found to design a solution completely aligned with data
protection regulation such as GDPR. There is missing a final resolution from data protection
boards about issues regarding personal data and blockchain. Therefore, in an evolution of this
platform it is possible that some changes will be required to adapt SOTER deliverables to
future regulation changes. It is also convenient and desirable that SOTER will converge with
other identity models that are being evolved in networks such as Alastria, LACChain, and
specially EBSI network and their framework eSSIF.
On the other hand, industry is demanding a modification in eIDAS regulation to cover some
aspects of the self-sovereign identity ecosystem and, particularly about verifiable credentials
as an identification mean. The verifiable credentials that are presented in this model provide
a data set about subject’s attributes. A further evolution of eIDAS regulation or, at least, some
analysis from regulation experts will allow SOTER verifiable credentials to be aligned to this
regulation and to establish the level of assurance that can be assign to them. The ideal setting
for the blockchain-based self-sovereign identity ecosystem will be a scenario where all the
eIDAS implementing acts could be adopted, but it is required that some steps will be taken in
the regulation and industry fields. SOTER Onboarding Platform, as an infrastructure where
some decisions and actions are performed in a decentralized ecosystem over a true, practical
and particular environment such as financial industry, will surely be a giant step to achieve
this ideal setting.
Finally, it has been outlined that these initiatives should be accompanied in the future by a
trust environment with the presence of accreditation bodies to identify and attest the role of
actors in a financial ecosystem.
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